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Dear Sirs,
Local Plan Consultation.
Reference 3490.
!.I write formally to ask for the draft plan to be amended in accordance with observations below.
2.1.I do so as Nottingham City Open and Green Spaces Champion appointed from the voluntary sector in accordance
with "Breathing Spaces-A Stategic Framework for Management of Nottingham`s Open and Green Spaces 20072012".
2.2.In that role I am a member of the City Council`s Open and Green Spaces Champions Group which advises about
and monitors the implementation of "Breathing Space"
3.My submissions are by way of general principles relating to Section 6 of the Land Use part of the plan particularly
policy 6.15 and the allocation of sites for development.
Preferred Option submission added
for completeness - see later

4.So far as they relate to open spaces I adopt and support the submissions of Nottinghamshire Wildlife
Trust,Nottingham Local Access Forum,and Nottingham Civic Society, all of which I am member.
5.I am repeating in essence my submissions for the last round of consultation which for the sake of brevity I ask to
be incorporated into this submission.
6.I repeat my previous general point that no sites should be allocated in this present plan which are green open
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7.These are sites numbred PA 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19, 24, 25, 36, 56, and 57.
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4163, 8.These sites are all green of a variety of sorts each contibuting its own value to our open and green
4860 network.Collectively they total 106.27.hectares ,a substantial loss if built on.
to
4876 9.Here I do not intend to comment on them individually as my point are of principle:but am happy to do so if
required.
10.As submitted previously there are sufficient brown field or underused built sites to satisfy the requirements for
all relevant kinds of development without interfering with these.

4163,
4860 11.1.In the previous consultation I submitted that all the potential development sites identified in the previous draft
to
in the major Regeneration Zones:- RZ2 Eastside,RZ3 Southside,and RZ4 Waterside should be allocated for
4876 development.Substantial areas were not.
11.2.Now that they have been there is an even stronger case for omitting the green spaces.
11.3.These regeneration areas,having been subjected to detailed scrutiny,development briefs,and layout plans over
several years, are sufficient to provide a substantial part of housing needs referred to in the Core Strategy,rightly a
major component of this plan.In round figures over 10,000 dwellings.
1

11.4.At last building has started at Waterside at its Eastern end on both sides of Trent Lane countermanding the
notion previously held that these sites may not be developed in the near future or even the life of the plan
11.5.Many of the smaller brownfield and underused sites are identified for housing and ready to be
developed.Together with the major sites there is enough for housing the forseeable future without impinging on
green space.Not to mention small sites under 0.5.hectare not counted in.,of which any walk or bus or tramride will
spot.

4163,
4860 12.It is now long established in town planning principles that if green space is allocated it will result in financial
to
resources and energy being diverted from brown field sites because much of the development industry prefers
4876 these for a whole range of well known reasons.Thus allocation of green sites results in two losses-the loss of the
green space and delays in improvement of the regeneration areas.

13.As previously submitted, if it is necessary to allocate any green space each site should be assessed before
inclusion to ascertain its value for a)biodiversity, b)importance as part the green network,
c) accessiblity-distance from where people live, all criteria set out in the section of "Breathing Space" entitled "Local
Recommended Standards"
14.Most of the allocated green sites are owned by the City Council.Their duty under s.40 of the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities Act
2006 should be reflected in this plan about present and potential biodiversity in allocatting or not.
15.So far as the wording of the plan is concerned an extra paragraph should be added to the criteria listed in para

4877 6.15 to add that all the principles enunciated above about accessibility,quantity and quality.should also be one of
the key criteria when considering a site for built development.

4878 16.It is pleasing to see that since the last draft some significant green sites have been omitted from the list of
allocations

17.I am happy to discuss these submissions at any time.
Yours faithfully,
Tom Huggon
LARTPI, DL.
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